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Abstract — In this paper, the working principle of the system is analyzed in order to realize the automatic control of tractor 
automated mechanical transmission (AMT). The AMT integrated control strategy which includes starting and shifting process is 
designed according to the special working condition of tractor. In terms of the reliability of the automatic control, the open-loop 
control time sequence is put forward. The simulation model of the system and control strategy is established and the simulation 
analysis is done for starting and shifting process of the tractor AMT. It is shown that with using the integrated control strategy of 
tractor AMT, the effect of the starting and shifting process is satisfactory. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Tractor is mainly plowing, sowing and transportation in 
the field. It is very easy to make the driver fatigue for the 
complicated and changeable working condition, so it also 
makes the driving unsafe. Besides it is difficult to 
guaranteed tractor economy for different drivers. Therefore, 
the technology of  automatic transmission equipped on 
tractor has important significance [1].  

 The automatic transmission technology is commonly 
used on foreign large power tractor. While the study of 
domestic tractor automatic transmission technology is still 
in initial stage and it is rarely been applied in products 
[2-4]. The tractor with automated mechanical transmission 
(AMT) offers many advantages in terms of good 
inheritance, low cost, easy to manufacture, etc. The 
development of electronic control system is the key 
technology to realize automatic control of the tractor AMT.  
Meanwhile, the control strategy is the core of the control 
system, and it is the important and difficult point of the 
development of tractor AMT system [5-12]. The study of 
AMT technology for vehicle is mainly concentrated on 
automobile, and there are few reports about tractor AMT. 
Due to slip rate is existed in the working process of tractor 
and it can seriously affect the power performance of tractor 
[13-14], slip rate and throttle opening and tractor speed are 
used for control parameters. The starting and shifting 
control strategy of tractor AMT is studied and the influence 
factors of the starting and shifting performance are analyzed 
in this paper. Then using MATLAB/SIMULINK to 
simulate the tractor AMT system to verify the validity of 
the control strategy and hope to provide a theoretical basis 
for tractor AMT control strategy.  

II．WORKING PRINCIPLE OF TRACTOR 

AMT SYSTEM 

The tractor AMT system is composed of the original 
powertrain of tractor, the redesigned actuators of the 
powertrain, a variety of sensors and transmission control 

unit (TCU). The hydraulic circuit system is used for 
transmission and clutch actuator, while engine uses stepper 
motor as its throttle actuator. In the whole system, TCU 
transmits and receives instructions instead of human brain 
and the actuators operates in place of human action to 
achieve automatic control of starting and shifting process 
for tractor AMT system. And the working principle of the 
system is shown in Fig. (1). 

 

Fig. (1). Working Principle of Tractor AMT System 
 

The hydraulic circuit system diagram is shown in Fig. 
(2). The actuator of clutch is hydraulic release bearing, the 
elements 1 and 2 are the inlet and outlet valve of the 
hydraulic release bearing respectively. HC1, HC2 and HC3 
are the shifting hydraulic cylinders of transmission, and the 
elements from 3 to 8 are the control valve of the cylinders. 
The elements from Ps1 to Ps4 are position sensors of the 
hydraulic circuit system. As is shown in Fig. (2), TCU 
receives the external signals and feedback signals of the 4 
position sensors, and then sends control signals to the 8 
valves to complete the automatic control of the clutch and 
transmission. 
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Fig. (2). Hydraulic Circuit System. 
 

III. DESIGN OF CONTROL STRATEGY 

The control strategy of tractor AMT system is divided 
into two parts: starting control strategy and shifting control 
strategy. The target of the starting control is to complete the 
automatic control of the tractor starting process 
successfully, and it includes control of the engine and 
clutch. While the shifting control includes the control of the 
engine, clutch and transmission, and the goal to shifting 
control is to make tractor accomplish the shifting process 
automatically. 

A.   Control of Starting Process  

1)   Evaluation Index of  Starting Performance 
The two important evaluation indexes of starting 

performance are jerk degree j and friction work W, and they 
are expressed as the equation below respectively: 
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where, 
a --- acceleration of the tractor;  
ig --- the transmission ratio; io is the final driver ratio;  
ηt --- the transmission efficiency;  
Tc --- the transmission torque of the clutch;  
rw --- the rolling radius of the tractor driving wheel;  
δ --- the rotary mass coefficient;  
M --- the tractor mass;  
ωe --- the angular velocity of the engine;  
ωc --- the angular velocity of the clutch output shaft;  

t1, t2 and t3 --- the starting engagement point, half 
engagement point and synchronous engagement point of the 
clutch respectively.                              

From the analysis of the equations, the engaging time 
increases in order to reduce the change rate of the clutch 
transmission torque, and the increase of the engaging time 
led to the increase of the friction work. Therefore, the jerk 
degree and friction work are mutual restriction in the 
starting process of tractor and they are must be coordinated. 
2)   Starting  Control Strategy 

Tractor is mainly working in the field, and the soft soil 
makes it very easy to slip. In order to realize successful 
starting of tractor, the slip rate must be controlled in a 
certain range except the coordination of the jerk degree and 
slip rate.The starting process of the clutch is controlled in 
accordance with the engaging rule of “fast-slow-fast”. 
There are two conditions that the engaging speed of the 
clutch is maximum for they have no effect on the jerk 
degree and friction work, one is the speed of transmission 
input shaft is zero, and the other is the speed difference 
between active and slave disk of the clutch is zero. The jerk 
degree and friction work are generated from transmission 
input shaft speed is bigger than zero to the difference 
between active and slave disk of the clutch is zero, and in 
this process the clutch engaging speed is slow and it is the 
main stage for the control of the clutch. 

The double fuzzy control strategy is used in clutch 
control as shown in Fig. (3). The input of the fuzzy 
controller  is throttle opening and its change rate, through 
the controller the driving intention is decided. Then 
combining with the speed difference between the clutch 
active and slave disk ωec, the fuzzy controller Ⅱ outputs the 
engaging speed of the clutch Vco. With the correction of the 
wheel slip rate the final output of the control is clutch 
engaging speed Vc. 
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     Fig. (3). Double Fuzzy Control Strategy for Clutch Starting 
Process. 

 
The control method of the engine in starting process is 

fuzzy control strategy as shown in Fig. (4). The engine 
speed corresponding to its maximum torque is used as the 
target speed for engine control. The speed difference 
between actual speed and target speed of the engine and its 
change rate are the inputs of the controller, and then the 
controller outputs engine throttle opening. The lowest stable 
speed is set in the algorithm to prevent accidental flameout 
of the engine. 

E

 e




              Fig. (4). Starting Fuzzy Control Strategy for Engine. 

 

B.   Control of Shifting Process  

1)   Evaluation Index of  Shifting Quality 
The evaluation indexes of shifting quality include jerk 

degree j, friction work W and shifting time t. The jerk 
degree j is shown in Equation (2) and friction work W and 
shifting time t are described below: 
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where, 
t1

' and t2
' --- the beginning and the ending time for the 

release process of the clutch respectively;  
t3

' --- the beginning time of clutch engagement process;  
t4

' --- the time when the speed of active disk is equal to 
slave disk;  
ωe1 and ωe2 --- the angular velocity of the engine before and 
after shifting respectively;  
ta --- the time during the clutch separation process;  
tb --- the time during shifting to neutral gear;  
tc --- the time during shifting to the new gear;  
td --- the time during the clutch engagement. 

It can be seen from the equation that the cancelled gear 
selection process decrease the shifting time for the 
improvement of the shifting actuator. The three evaluation 
indexes of the shifting quality must be comprehensive 
consideration for the relationship between them is mutual 
restriction. 
2)   Shifting  Control Strategy 

The shifting schedule is the core of the shifting control 
strategy, and it is also the prerequisite to achieve good 
performance of automatic shift. The throttle opening α, 
tractor speed v and slip rate δ are used for control 
parameters of the shifting schedule for tractor AMT, and 
the shifting schedule with 3-parameter is achieved by 
offline computing. The shifting curves with the slip rate 
1%, 2% and 3% are shown in Fig. (5). It can be seen from 
Fig. (5) that with the same throttle opening the shifting 
speed decreases as the increase of the slip rate. 

 

 
Fig. (5). Shifting Schedule Diagram.

 
The information of throttle opening, tractor speed and so on 
is collected by TCU, and then compared with shifting 
schedule stored in it. If the state of the tractor is according 
to the shifting conditions, the actuator executes shifting 
operations by the control of TCU. Fig. (6) shows the 
integrated control diagram of engine, clutch and 
transmission, the close-loop control is used in every stage 

of the shifting process, after the accomplishment of the 
clutch engaging the shifting process is finished. 

The control of engine during shifting process contains 
two stages. The first stage is in the clutch separation time, 
the engine output torque decreases along with the decrease 
of the transmission torque of clutch to avoid high noise and 
fuel consumption. The second stage is before clutch 
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engagement, the engine speed should be adjusted to its 
target speed which is the input shaft speed in the new gear, 
so the tractor can run smoothly. Therefore, the engine 
control strategy in shifting process is the same as that in  

                  Fig. (6). Shifting Control Flow Chart. 
 

starting control strategy except the calculating of the target 
speed. And the target speed is calculated by the equation 
below: 
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(5) 
where, 
net --- the engine target speed for shifting process;  
int --- the new transmission ratio;  
nem --- the engine speed when clutch separates;  
inm --- the transmission ratio before clutch separating. 

The clutch control during shifting process has two 
stages include separation control and engagement control. 
The engine speed is equal to output shaft of clutch at the 
time when clutch separates, and the clutch separates at its 
maximum speed. In the clutch engaging process the clutch 
engaging speed is divided into two parts: the clutch engages 
at its maximum speed in the clutch idle stroke and 
synchronous phase; in the slipping part the clutch 
engagement control is realized through using the speed 
difference between active and slave disk as control 
parameter and using jerk degree and friction work in 
shifting process as limited conditions. 

The transmission control is in the time after clutch 
separation and before clutch engagement. The shifting 
cylinders are controlled by shifting valves and realize 
shifting operations with the fastest speed. 
3)   Open-loop Control Timing for Shifting Process 

The shifting process is mainly controlled by close-loop 
algorithm, and it is completed by judging and regulating the 
feedback signals collected by a variety of sensors. 

However, for the tractor working condition is so bad, 
the close-loop system can not gather right feedback 
information once the sensors failure, and then the tractor 
can not work normally for the wrong control signals send 
by TCU. Therefore, open-loop control timing for shifting 
process is present in this paper, and it is used as emergency 
control strategy for the tractor. 

The shifting process control timing is described in Fig. 
(7). For the open-loop control, the control time and value 
are not regulating according to feedback signals any more 
but constant for the same gear. 

t1t 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t 7t  
Fig. (7). Control Timing for Shifting Process. 

 
IV.  SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

The whole tractor model and AMT system model are 
established by using MATLAB/SIMULINK, and the 
simulation is carried out with the slip rate 1%, 5% and 12%. 
The simulation results for the three conditions are shown in 
Fig. (8).  

Fig. (8). Simulation Results. 
 

It can be seen from Fig. (8) that, in the starting process, 
when the speed of transmission input shaft begin to change 
from zero the engine speed begin to decline, then in the 
slow engagement stage of the clutch the speed of 
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transmission input shaft and engine get into synchronization 
by the control of clutch and engine, at last the clutch 
engages at its fast speed and the starting process 
accomplished. By contrast analysis of the three conditions, 
it can be seen that the clutch engaging time last longer when 
slip rate is bigger, the impact of slip rate to tractor starting 
performance is reduced by the decrease of the change rate 
of the driving wheel torque, it can satisfy the requirements 
of the tractor starting process with various slip rate; in the 
shifting process, due to the tractor resistance and the cut of 
the powertrain by the segregation of the clutch, the input 
shaft speed drops sharply, then the engine speed is 
regulated to its target speed to make the speed of engine and 
transmission input shaft as close as possible, thereby the 
clutch engaging time is reduced and the shifting shock is 
dropped, it is stable for the shifting process. It also can be 
seen that the shifting time for bigger slip rate is earlier than 
that for smaller slip rate, it matches the shifting schedule for 
tractor AMT and satisfies the requirements for shifting 
process under any slip rate. 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

Tractor AMT is a complicated control system, and it 
needs to consider many aspects for the development of its 
control strategy. The system structure of tractor AMT and 
its working principle is analyzed in this paper, and then 
combined with the special field working condition the 
control strategy for tractor starting and shifting is designed 
by using the control parameters of slip rate, throttle opening 
and tractor speed. Finally the validity of the control strategy 
for starting and shifting is verified by the using of 
MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation platform. 
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